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The first three volumes of the #1 NEW YORK TIMES best-selling creative team's juggernaut run on the Dark Knight is now available in the BATMAN BY SCOTT SNYDER & GREG CAPULLO BOX SET!
From creating the deadly Gotham City cabal known as the Court of Owls to orchestrating the menacing return of the horrifying JO Snyder and Capullo have made their mark as one of the great duos in
Batman's history. Their first three critically acclaimed, award-winning graphic novels--BATMAN VOL. 1: THE COURT OF OWLS, BATMAN VOL. 2: CITY OF OWLS and BATMAN VOL. 3: DEATH OF THE
FAMILY--are featured here in a slipcase edition box set. This new collection is the perfect addition for any hardcore fan, as well as a great jumping-on point to one of the greatest comic book runs of all time.
The BATMAN BY SCOTT SNYDER & GREG CAPULLO BOX SET is a perfect gift idea for the holidays or September 2016's Batman Day!"
"The death that changed Batman forever is captured in this chilling hardcover edition that hasn't been released in a decade! In 1988 Batman readers were allowed to vote on the outcome of the story... and
they decided that Robin should die! Jim Starlin's devastating graphic novel classic left shock waves throughout the comic book industry, many of which are still felt today! As the second person to assume the
role of Batman's sidekick, Jason Todd had a completely different personality than the original Robin. Rash and prone to ignore Batman's instructions, Jason was always quick to act without regard for
consequences. In this fatal instance, Robin ignores his mentor's warnings when he attempts to take on The Joker by himself, and pays the ultimate price. Driven by anger, with Superman by his side, Batman
seeks his vengeance as he looks to end The Joker's threat forever. This tale of loss, guilt and brutality is considered one of the most defining pieces in the Dark Knight's mythology."-The Suicide Squad returns with an action packed tie-in to the Batman "Death of the Family" story! As the Suicide Squad closes in on Basilisk leader Regulus, Deadshot and Harley discover multiple Basilisk
sleeper agents within their ranks. Regulus makes one final desparate gamble to save himself by controlling Harley's mind, but Deadshot makes the ultimate sacrifice for his teammate. Harley's lost "love" the
Joker casts a poisonous rain over Deadshot's funeral, leaving only Harley conscious to face the clown prince of crime. Angered and unable to trust Harley because of her relationship with Deadshot, the Joker
tests Harley's loyalty, a test which may cost both of them their lives. Collects Suicide Squad Issues #14-19
The critically acclaimed first volume of Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo's Batman saga now is collected in a special sketch edition! Following his ground-breaking, critically acclaimed run on DETECTIVE
COMICS, writer Scott Snyder (American Vampire) begins a new era of The Dark Knight alongside artist Greg Capullo (Spawn) with the relaunch of BATMAN! A series of brutal murders rocks not only Gotham
City to its core but also the Caped Crusader himself when the prime suspect is one of Batman's closest allies-Dick Grayson! Collects issues #1-7 of BATMAN in a special sketch edition of this #1 New York
Times bestseller.
Two of the Dark Knight's deadliest foes--the Joker and the Black Glove--are waging an all-out war on each other, and Batman and Robin must stop them before they destroy Gotham City.
Originally published in magazine form as Nightwing #13-18, Batman #17, Young Romance 1.
In this first volume of the critically acclaimed ZERO YEAR storyline, the #1 New York Times bestselling creative team of Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo present an astonishing new vision of the Dark Knight's
origin—and his first encounters with the Riddler, the Red Hood, and others! Before the era of superheroes began—before the Batman spread his wings to protect the innocent and punish evil—Gotham City's
prodigal son, Bruce Wayne, had been missing for years. But this was exactly the cover of darkness Bruce needed. Patrolling Gotham's streets, in a series of disguises, he began a career as a faceless
vigilante. Collects BATMAN issues #21-#24.
Catwoman is caught in the crossfire when the Joker returns to Gotham, hunting for associates of Batman, in another tale she is hired to infiltrate the Black Room, inside the shady A.R.G.U.S. agency.

Displayed in its orginal pencilled glory right from legendary artist Greg Capullo comes BATMAN- DEATH OF THE FAMILY UNWRAPPED. After having his face sliced off one
year ago, the Joker makes his horrifying return to Gotham City! But even for a man who's committed a lifetime of murder, he's more dangerous than ever before. How can
Batman protect his city and those he's closest to? It all leads back to Arkham Asylum... This new hardcover, unwrapped edition collects the critically acclaimed tale DEATH OF
THE FAMILY from the superstar #1 New York Times best-selling team of writer Scott Snyder and artist Greg Capullo.
Mirror, the nightmare-inducing brute, is destroying the lives of Gotham City citizens seemingly at random. A new chapter in the riveting adventures of "Batgirl" continue in
stunning fashion.
#1 New York Times Best Seller! Following his ground-breaking, critically acclaimed run on Detective Comics, writer Scott Snyder (American Vampire) alongside artist Greg
Capullo (Spawn) begins a new era of The Dark Knight with the relaunch of Batman, as a part of DC Comics—The New 52! After a series of brutal murders rocks Gotham City,
Batman begins to realize that perhaps these crimes go far deeper than appearances suggest. As the Caped Crusader begins to unravel this deadly mystery, he discovers a
conspiracy going back to his youth and beyond to the origins of the city he's sworn to protect. Could the Court of Owls, once thought to be nothing more than an urban legend, be
behind the crime and corruption? Or is Bruce Wayne losing his grip on sanity and falling prey to the pressures of his war on crime?
A direct tie to Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo's "Death in the Family" Batman story comes the disturbingly creepy and psychological thriller of Batman and Robin by the all star
team of Peter Tomasi and Patrick Gleason. The Joker returns to test Batman and the extended Bat-family but when he squares off against Batman's son Damian aka Robin! With
Batman's life hanging in the balance, The Clown Prince of Crime pushes Robin to his limits and beyond. And with the 300th anniversary of the founding of Gotham approaches,
tragedy strikes the Bat-family. Collects BATMAN AND ROBIN #15-17, BATMAN AND ROBIN ANNUAL #1 and BATMAN #17.
After having his face sliced off one year ago, The Joker makes his horrifying return in this new epic that features Batman's entire network of partners in crimefighting, including
Batgirl, Catwoman, Nightwing, Robin, the Teen Titans and more. While The Joker threatens the very existence of Gotham City, these heroes --and villains--must find a way to
survive. Collects Detective Comics 16-17, Catwoman 13-14, Batgirl 14-16, Red Hood and the Outlaws 15-16, Teen Titans 15, Nightwing 15-16, Batman and Robin 15-17,
Batman 17. Also collects the portions of the following issues: Suicide Squad 14-15, Batgirl 13, Red Hood and the Outlaws 13-14, Teen Titans 14, 16, Nightwing 14 and Batman
13.
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Batgirl Barbara Gordon must deal with the Joker, the crazed criminal responsible for putting her in a wheelchair, and then must tangle with family demons as her psychotic
brother James Jr. comes after her.
Death of the Family' part 3. The Joker's attacks have taken their toll on Batman and his allies, and now they have to face the impossible. Plus: in the backup feature, witness The
Joker's confrontation with the Riddler!
Scott Snyder's best-selling iconic Batman run gets collected in an omnibus format for the first time! Scott Snyder and Gregg Capullo's Batman stories - from Court of Owls to Zero
Year - are presented together in this hard cover omnibus collection. Batman discovers a vast conspiracy with roots deep in the past of Gotham city. From the Court of Owls to the
Joker, this collection covers a range of foes both old and new as readers follow Batman's adventures from the pen of Scott Snyder. Collects Batman #1-33
The events of BATMAN ETERNAL have changed the world of Batman for months - and the third act begins with a bang, as Gotham City's police have done the impossible - they've beaten Batman Meanwhile
the rogues of Gotham unite under a mysterious foe that even the Riddler is terrified of. The epic finale of the critically acclaimed series roars to its conclusion that will forever change Batman's life Collects
issues #35-52.
In the wake of the death of his son Damian, Batman is in danger of losing his humanity. However, the foes of this grief-ridden Dark Knight mean to strike him when he's at his weakest. Has Batman's worst foe
become... Bruce Wayne? Plus, three pivotal chapters from the epic ZERO YEAR storyline! From the critically acclaimed, New York Times #1 best-selling creative team of Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo
comes the next genre-defining graphic novel in their monumental run. Collects BATMAN #0, #18-20, #28, #34 and BATMAN ANNUAL #2.
When Jason Todd - the wilful, disobedient teenager who inherited the mantle of Robin - ignores his mentor's advice and goes after the Joker alone, he pays the ultimate price! Now the Caped Crusader is
hunting his nemesis once more, with Superman at his side, but this time it might well be a fight to the death!
Harvey Dent is dead. Or is he? A gang of thieves thrusts Gotham City into a state of fear when they are mysteriously well-armed with military-grade weapons: flamethrowers, grenade launchers, and even
tanks. And this gang claims it is funded by none other than former district attorney Harvey Dent. Balancing his two lives, Bruce Wayne must find the truth by tapping his growing network of agents, including
Alfred Pennyworth, Jim Gordon, Waylon “Killer Croc” Jones, and the savvy new Catwoman. Bruce is distracted by the seemingly impossible return of another figure believed dead: his grandfather Adrian
Arkham. He must also comfort his longtime friend, Gotham City mayor Jessica Dent, who is scarred both physically and mentally from her experience with the Riddler, which resulted in the gruesome death of
her brother. But is Harvey back, plotting revenge on a city he proclaims to be guilty? When Batman discovers the truth behind these many mysteries, his entire world unravels...
After having his face sliced off one year ago, the Joker makes his horrifying return to Gotham City! But even for man who's committed a lifetime of murder, he's more dangerous than ever before. How can
Batman protect his city and those he's closest to? It all leads back to Arkham Asylum... Collects the the critically acclaimed tale DEATH OF THE FAMILY from the superstar #1 New York Times best-selling
team of writer Scott Snyder and artist Greg Capullo. BATMAN VOLUME 3 will have reprecussions that will affect the Batman universe for years to come! Collects BATMAN #13-17
Before the Batcave and Robin, the Joker and the Batmobile ... there was ZERO YEAR. The Riddler has plunged Gotham City into darkness. How will a young Dark Knight bring his beloved hometown from
the brink of chaos and madness and back into the light? From the critically acclaimed, New York Times #1 best-selling creative team of Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo, BATMAN VOL. 5: ZERO YEAR--DARK
CITY is the concluding volume to Batman's origin story, as you've never seen it before. Collects Batman #25-27, 29-33.
A new day dawns in Gotham, and the horrors of The Joker War are just being realized. A bold new direction for Batman begins as Bruce Wayne's circumstances are forever changed. How did The Joker's
rampage affect the citizens of the city? Bruce Wayne and the city he loves have changed dramatically following the events of The Joker War, but Batman and his mission are eternal. The mysterious vigilante
known as Ghost-Maker has known Bruce since they were teenagers, and he's made his decision. It's time Gotham City had a new hero. Batman and Ghost-Maker go toe-to-toe to decide which of them will
remain Gotham City's hero. Yet the city is changing faster than ever after The Joker War, and with this change comes increasing dangers. Also, in honor of Batman's first appearance in Detective Comics #27,
this collection features the biggest names in comics as they chronicle the most epic Batman adventures Gotham City and the DC Universe have ever seen! Collects Batman #101-105, a story from Detective
Comics #1027, and Batman Annual #5.
When Terry McGinnis died on a mission in the past, Tim Drake-the former Red Robin-was brought into the future to take up his mantle. Now, mentored by Commissioner Barbara Gordon, Tim has picked up
where Terry left off in this futuristic Gotham CityÉand that includes bringing TerryÕs little brother, Matt, onto the team. But Tim picked a dangerous time to recruit a young ally. The electricity-manipulating
criminal known as Rewire has been on a crime spree, stealing stronger and stronger batteries in an attempt to keep himself alive. ThereÕs only one problem: the man who used to wear the Rewire suit has
been found deadÉso whoÕs this new Rewire? As Tim, Barbara and Matt dig deeper into the mystery, they will expose secrets about BatmanÕs pastÉand set the stage for the next startling evolution of
Batman Beyond! Writer Dan Jurgens (SUPERMAN: LOIS AND CLARK), artist Bernard Chang (GREEN LANTERN CORPS) and colorist Marcelo Maiolo (GREEN LANTERN CORPS) take the world of the
classic Batman Beyond animated series in a shocking new direction! Collects BATMAN BEYOND #12-16 and a sneak peek of BATMAN BEYOND: REBIRTH #1.

The first printing of this new hardcover will feature a special acetate dust jacket showcasing the face of The Joker. A #1 New York Times Bestseller! After having his face sliced
off one year ago, the Joker makes his horrifying return to Gotham City! But even for man who's committed a lifetime of murder, he's more dangerous than ever before. How can
Batman protect his city and those he's closest to? It all leads back to Arkham Asylum... This new hardcover collects the critically acclaimed tale DEATH OF THE FAMILY from the
superstar #1 New York Times best-selling team of writer Scott Snyder and artist Greg Capullo. BATMAN VOLUME 3 will have repercussions that will affect the Batman universe
for years to come! Collects BATMAN #13-17 From the Hardcover edition.
After having his face sliced off one year ago, the Joker returns to Gotham City for revenge, and Batman must protect the city and the people he cares for most.
Death of the Family part 1 featuring the return of the Joker! He crippled Batgirl. He killed Robin. What will the Joker do now that he's returned to Gotham City? And what must
Batman do to protect his secret identity and that of those who fight alongside him?
As a part of the acclaimed DC Comics—The New 52 event of September 2011, Detective Comics is relaunched for the first time ever with an all-new number #1! Bruce Wayne
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returns as Batman, and sets his sights on new villain the Gotham Ripper, who in turn has his sights on Batman. Meanwhile, Bruce Wayne explores a budding romance with
television journalist Charlotte Rivers, who's visiting Gotham City to cover the gruesome slayings–while also trying to uncover Bruce's own mystery. But time is running out as both
Commissioner Gordon and Batman work to uncover the true identity of this new serial killer. This volume collects issues 1-7 of Detective Comics, part of the DC Comics—The
New 52 event.
After having his face sliced off one year ago, the Joker makes his horrifying return to Gotham City! But even for man who's committed a lifetime of murder, he's more dangerous
than ever before! How can Batman protect his city and those he's closest to? It all leads back to Arkham Asylum...
"NIGHT OF THE OWLS" continues here! Batman must stop the TALONS that have breeched the Batcave in order to save an innocent life ... and Gotham City! In the backup
story, learn more about the PENNYWORTH family and the secrets they've kept from the Wayne family! Collects BATMAN #8-12 and BATMAN ANNUAL #1.
"For years, the Joker has regarded Batman with a sick, twisted love, thinking that one could never exist without the other. But that's all changed. Now the Clown Prince of Crime
is done playing. He's going to kill Batman. And he's going to do it using those who Batman loves the most- the Justice League. The Joker returns to Gotham City with a deadlier
agenda than ever before, using every tool at his disposal to finally kill the Dark Knight. That includes turning Batman's allies against him in the bloodiest brawl that he's ever had
to survive. Batman Vol. 7- Endgameis the biggest, boldest story that the #1 New York Timesbest-selling creative team of Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo have told to date. With
an ending you won't believe, this graphic novel is a classic in the making. Collects Batman#35-40."
Monster Men. New costumed vigilantes. Mad doctors. Each new threat has brought Batman--and Gotham City--to the brink. But it was all a smokescreen for the real threat in the
shadows...Bane. The man who has physically tested the Dark Knight like no man before is back to finally break the Bat. Can a battered, exhausted Batman fend off one of his
greatest foes ever? Written by breakout star Tom King and illustrated by David Finch and Mikel Janin, the newest installment of this best-selling, critically acclaimed graphic novel
series sees the Dark Knight take on Bane in their deadliest confrontation yet! Collects BATMAN #13-18.
The stunning conclusion to the saga that rocked Batman's world to its core! In the months since Commissioner Jim Gordon fell from grace, criminal empires have risen. Martial law has been declared. Arkham
Asylum has been emptied. Bruce Wayne has been bankrupted. And Gotham City has been torn apart. As an army of the Dark Knight's deadliest enemies is unleashed upon the city, he must fight through the
terror and focus on the clues that will lead him to his final foe. Written by Scott Snyder, James Tynion IV, Ray Fawkes, Kyle Higgins and Tim Seeley and drawn by a host of talented artists, this is the payoff to
the biggest mystery in the Dark Knight's history! Collects issues #35-52.
The #1 New York Times all-star creative team of Scott Snyder, Greg Capullo and Danny Miki introduce an all-new Dark Knight, with guest appearances by Brian Azzarello (WONDER WOMAN) and Jock
(BATMAN: THE BLACK MIRROR). Following the disappearance and presumed death of Batman, former police commissioner Jim Gordon has been called to carry on the Dark KnightÕs legacy and become
his successor. But while the name and what it stands for remain the same, this new Batman is far from just a copy of the original. Patrolling the city in a gargantuan high-tech Batsuit, Gordon is no shadowy
vigilante. He has the full cooperation of the GCPD and the mayor, plus a multimillion-dollar budget from Powers International. But will an expensive suit be enough to stop the mysterious, weed-like Mr. Bloom
before his deadly plans for the city take root? Collects BATMAN #41-45 and DC SNEAK PEEK: BATMAN #1.
NEW YORK TIMES best-selling series! THE LAST CHAPTERS… As acclaimed writer Scott Snyder draws the final curtain on his game-changing Batman series, the newly returned Dark Knight battles familiar
foes and new enemies. These exquisite stand-alone stories take the Dark Knight into an alternate dystopian future as well as deep into his own past, questioning who he is, how he came to be and what his
legacy must be… Authors Scott Snyder (AMERICAN VAMPIRE) and James Tynion IV (BATMAN ETERNAL) are joined by artists Greg Capullo (Spawn), Roge Antonio (BATMAN AND ROBIN ETERNAL),
ACO (MIDNIGHTER) and Riley Rossmo (CONSTANTINE: THE HELLBLAZER) in BATMAN VOLUME 10: EPILOGUE. This final volume collects BATMAN #51-52, BATMAN: FUTURES END #1, BATMAN
ANNUAL #4 and a special preview of BATMAN: REBIRTH #1.
After having his face sliced off one year ago, the Joker makes his horrifying return to Gotham City! But even for man who's committed a lifetime of murder, he's more dangerous than ever before. The Joker
sets his twisted sights on the members of the Bat-Family and attacks them all where it hurtsãand for Dick Grayson, that means going after the family he's built up for the past year at Haly's Circus! Collects
NIGHTWING #13-18 and BATMAN #17.
After having his face sliced off one year ago, the Joker makes his horrifying return to Gotham City! But even for a man who's committed a lifetime of murder, he's more dangerous than ever before! How can
Batman protect his city and those he's closest to? It all leads back to Arkham Asylum... This new collectors set collects the critically acclaimed tale Batman: Death of the Family from the superstar #1 New
York Times best-selling team of writer Scott Snyder and artist Greg Capullo. Collecting Batman #13-17, this seminal trade paperback is paired with a replica mask of facial flesh worn by the Joker. Note: UK
Price Includes VAT
"Red Hood-- former Robin, resurrected and looking for a reason to live again. Starfire-- alien princess confounding her teammates with the mystery of her own memories. Arsenal-- former sidekick who hit
rock-bottom and is still trying to bounce back. These three deeply damaged heroes have found refuge in their unlikely partnership-- but can they pull together enough to save the world? A war has begun
between the mystic All Caste that trained Red Hood and the ancient evil of the Untitled-- with Red Hood, Arsenal, and Starfire caught squarely in the middle. Now the Outlaws will have to battle reanimated
warriors, genetically enhanced xenophobes and unkillable assassins in order to make sense of the battle they've found themselves in"--P. [4] of cover v. 1.
With Robin dead at the hands of the Joker, Batman must try to move on from his loss and return to being a lone crime fighter.
Be here for the start of a new era for The Dark Knight from writer Scott Snyder (AMERICAN VAMPIRE, BATMAN: GATES OF GOTHAM) and artist Greg Capullo! A series of brutal killings hints at an ancient
conspiracy, and Batman learns that Gotham City is deadlier than he ever knew.
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